
Subtle Hypnosis Puts
Matter Over Mind

THE FOREVERTICKING clock of time

sits in the back of our minds constantly, in a

few short years we're expected to achieve

certain milestones - whilst beating the

biological clock

Stress from work

with family and

mends included can
make everyday living

a dreaded chore, we

then become anxious

enough to reach out

for a cigarette or

binge eat till we pass

out, perhaps making

a bad situation even

worse.

Half the time we
don't even know

where all this wonry

is coming from and

physical pain,the method doesn't offer a

cure but an altemative solution in dealing

with it that works alongside YOUR medi-

cation - if you decide to use it

Tony Burkinshaw said:"Cognitive Hypno-

therapy is focused

more on therapy

than hypnosis, it

can help with deep

emotional pain,

physical pain aswell

as nail biting, smoking

and headaches - as all

of this is triggered by

something and began

somewhere."

We mustn't be

concemed with what

others think facts and

figures are forever

popping up on the

there lies the secret,

Tony Burkinshaw is a

Cognitive Hypno-

therapist and uses this

outstanding subtle

technique to help

patient's deal with their mental anc physical

"Sometimes
we just need
to speak to
someone."

aches and pains.

Specialising in IVF and fertility issues,Tony

helps his patients identifY where their

anxiety and stress is triggered in their mind,

whilst analysing how this affects the body.

Cognitive Hypnotherapy uses subtle medi-

tative trance that helps link the corscious

mind to the subconscious, by doing this

patients can find out how their past has

affected them in the present

For those who consistentiy suffer from

television and through

the media, propelling

us back into our

anxious state.

The Human Fertilisa-

tion and Embryology

Authority (HFEA) 2012 IVF success rate

figures shockingly state that IVF treatment

success rates for woman aged 35 and

under have only a 32.3% chance, a decade

older and chances of pregnancy decrease

to 1.5%.

Sometimes we just need to speak to

someone that knows how to help us,this

method may be the answer.

Contact Tony Burkinshaw on 0800

1388575 (24hrs) or visit www.tonyburkin-

shaw.co.uk


